
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2023 JISEA Annual Meeting Agenda 
 

Join us on April 25–27, 2023, at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for 
the 2023 JISEA Annual Meeting. All times are in Mountain Time. Dress is business casual. 
 

Tuesday, April 25, 2023 

9:30–11 a.m. 
(hybrid event) 

American-Made Program Earth Day Celebration 

The American-Made Program joined JISEA this past year and is 
working to advance clean energy innovation through prize, voucher, 
and training programs. Join this event to hear announcements from 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and NREL about new prize 
programs and successes in fast tracking the clean energy revolution. 
Please register to attend the webinar. 

11–11:45 a.m. Registration and Networking Lunch (provided) 

11:45 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Welcome and Overview 

• Juan Torres, NREL Associate Lab Director, Energy Systems 
Integration 

• Elizabeth Doris, JISEA Director 

12:30–1:30 p.m. Keynote: Siri R., Director for Climate and Migration, National 
Intelligence Council  

Siri presents the National Intelligence Council's report, "Global Trends 
2040", which assesses key trends and uncertainties that will shape the 
strategic environment for the United States during the next two 
decades. The quadrennial Global Trends report is designed to provide 
an analytic framework to help policy makers strategize and navigate 
complex issues while keeping the broader uncertainties in mind.  

1:30–2:45 p.m. Panel: JISEA Exploratory Areas 

NREL researchers from diverse clean energy spaces discuss the 
emerging questions, challenges, and opportunities in climate change 
and adaptation, the technology-society interface, the clean energy 
workforce, agricultural decarbonization, and industrial 
decarbonization.  

Moderator: Bettina Arkhurst, NREL 

• Eliza Hotchkiss, Energy Security and Resilience Center: Climate 
adaptation and clean energy intersections 

• Nikita Dutta, Analytical Microscopy Group: Technology-society 
interface and the clean energy transformation 

• Jeremy Stefek, Technology, Engineering, and Deployment 
Group: Clean energy transition workforce 

• Brittany Staie, agricultural decarbonization/agrivoltaics 
research participant: Agricultural decarbonization and the food-
energy-water nexus 

https://nrel.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_g162nfE3RYac7zBpl_4DeA
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• Birdie Carpenter, Resources and Sustainability Group: 
Industrial decarbonization 

2:45–3:15 p.m.  Networking Break 

3:15–4 p.m. Presentation: DOE Perspectives on Clean Energy Workforce 
Challenges and Research Intersections 

David Keyser, Senior Advisor for the U.S. Energy and Employment 
Report and Energy Jobs Council, and Matt Garcia, NETL RWFI 
Workforce Consultant, articulate DOE's vision and goals for the clean 
energy workforce, and highlight priority research needs. 

4–5:15 p.m. Roundtable: Industry Perspectives on Clean Energy Workforce 
Challenges and Research Intersections 

Chris Nichols, Executive Director of Renewables Forward, hosts an 
industry roundtable providing insights into research needs for 
workforce in clean energy. 

6–8 p.m. 2023 JISEA Annual Meeting Reception (sponsored by Nextracker) 

Join us for refreshments with fellow attendees. 
Carpooling opportunities offered at the event.  

Buffalo Rose Event Center 
1119 Washington Ave Golden, CO 80401 

 
 
 

Wednesday, April 26 

8–8:15 a.m. Breakfast (provided) 

8:15–8:30 a.m. Welcome and Day 2 Overview 

8:30–10:45 a.m. Technical Talk: Clean Energy Research to Implementation Research 
Outputs: Economic and Environmental Impacts 

Researchers present two examples of JISEA research in the field that 
exemplify networked research approaches in complex areas, 
including transformational efforts in the U.S. Permian Basin and a 
rigorous, scientific approach to understanding how clean energy 
technologies can influence local and global air quality.  

1) Permian Energy Development Laboratory (PEDL): The 
Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation—along with partner 
universities in Texas and New Mexico, NREL, and Sandia 
National Laboratories—has been planning the establishment 
of the Permian Energy Development Laboratory (PEDL) for 
the past year. PEDL aims to demonstrate advanced energy 
technologies at scale and place communities at the center of 
expanded economic opportunities. This panel focuses on the 
technical, community, and workforce development aspects 
of PEDL and communities facing similar changes, and seeks 
audience feedback on key planning elements. 

• Jill Engel-Cox, NREL 
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• Jeff Logan, NREL 

• Greg Pogue, The University of Texas at Austin 

• Liz Ross, NREL 

• Kyle Simpson, KSE LLC 

• Patricia Sullivan, New Mexico State University 
2) JISEA Catalyzer Spotlight: The Energy and Atmospheric 

Systems Catalyzer has been running for 1.5 years, with many 
successes to report. This presentation, by Garvin Heath and 
Michael Martin, reviews the goals and scope of the dual 
Catalyzer themes of climate systems and air quality, 
summarizes new and ongoing projects, and looks into the 
future of how Catalyzer-enabled capabilities can synergize 
across NREL and partners. Technical outcomes of Catalyzer 
supported analysis include (1)  quantification of air quality, 
health and equity (environmental justice) benefits of H2 
substitution for fossil process heat in three industries 
(steelmaking, petroleum refining and cement making) and 
(2) a roadmap for understanding renewable energy 
feedbacks into climate. 

10:45–11:15 a.m. Networking Break 

11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Technical Talk: Green Computing Opportunities 

Computation is critical to emerging fields of data intensive research, 
enabling new methodologies, approaches and tools. As the rate of 
hardware efficiency gains slows, computational time and energy 
costs increase. To match pace with computation demand, new 
approaches are needed to keep the opportunity for impact open. 
Charles Tripp, lead of the Green Computing Catalyzer discusses 
research efforts to improve software efficiency to enable faster, 
less energy-intensive computing. 

12:15–1 p.m. Lunch Break (lunch provided) 

1–2 p.m. Keynote: Peter Plastrik, author of Connect, Innovate, and Scale Up 

Peter discusses the conditions that lead to successful applied 
research in a rapidly evolving climate.  

2–3:10 p.m. Panel: Sustaining Scalable Impact Through Research Networks 

Utilizing research networks is an effective way to address complex 
clean energy challenges. In this panel, speakers share experiences 
leading diverse cross-institutional and multidisciplinary efforts to co-
create and implement innovative, scalable research agendas.  

Moderator: Kristin Guilfoyle, JISEA 

• Tami Bond, Colorado State University: Utilizing networks for 
research, from climate to technology change and future 
scenarios 

• Eric Lockhart, NREL: Leading research teams to solve complex 
energy challenges with the Solar Energy Innovation Network 
(SEIN) 
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• Katie Richardson, NREL: Accelerating clean technologies to the 
marketplace through innovation networks 

3:10–3:30 p.m. Networking Break 

3:30–5 p.m. Panel: Prizes Influencing Research and Technology Innovation 
American-Made team and network partners discuss the new 
opportunities to support innovation and foster research pathways 
through prizes, voucher programs, and network development.  

Moderator: Debbie Brodt-Giles, JISEA 

• Chris Richardson, ADL Ventures: A day in the life of a Power 
Connector that is supporting prize participants 

• Sarah Gomach, JISEA: Utilizing the prize mechanism to 
accelerate innovation and the metrics behind it 

• Jenny Wiegele, ECSSC: Engaging new talent and diverse 
participants through prizes and networks  

• Eric Byington, JISEA: Building a robust American-Made 
network to support and accelerate research and clean tech 
innovation 

• Alec Schulberg, JISEA: Connecting innovators to our national 
lab experts through vouchers 

 
 
 

Thursday, April 27 

8–8:45 a.m. Breakfast (provided) 

8:45–9 a.m. Welcome and Day 3 Overview 

9–10 a.m. Keynote and Panel: Alejandro Moreno, Acting Assistant Secretary for 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) 

EERE Acting Assistant Secretary Moreno and his team (virtual) will 
discuss approaches to crosscutting challenges that impact EERE’s R&D 
mission, including challenges related to workforce, permitting and siting, 
equity and justice, community approaches, and DEI in STEM education. 

10 a.m.–12 p.m. Panel: Addressing Real Life Data Challenges and Novel Solutions for 
Applied Science Projects 

Panelists describe data challenges and approaches in existing projects, 
data gaps that need to be addressed, and how emerging technology 
trends (i.e., ChatGPT) may influence data projects in the future.  

Moderator: Debbie Brodt-Giles, JISEA 

• Megan Day, NREL: JISEA Catalyzer Spotlight—Data and tools 
centering equity with local decisionmakers 

• Meghan Mooney, NREL: Data challenges in scaling up community 
energy transformation efforts 

• Grant Buster, NREL: Addressing data challenges at the clean 
energy/climate intersection  

• David Rojas, Colorado State University: Promoting healthy urban 
design, supporting mitigation, and adaptation to climate change 
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12–1 p.m. Lunch (provided) with Table Topics & 2023 JISEA Annual Meeting Closes 

1–5 p.m. Optional NREL Tours/Meetings 

 
Virtual Post-Meetings. Please join us June 7, 2023, from 1–2:30 p.m. MT for a virtual 
synthesis and next steps from the 2023 JISEA Annual Meeting. Click here to join the 
meeting. 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_MDc5N2M2M2QtN2JmYy00NjdkLThmMTYtZmJiMTMzZGJmZDQ1%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22a0f29d7e-28cd-4f54-8442-7885aee7c080%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22833f499f-a119-4803-8214-4573d8770ac0%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_MDc5N2M2M2QtN2JmYy00NjdkLThmMTYtZmJiMTMzZGJmZDQ1%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22a0f29d7e-28cd-4f54-8442-7885aee7c080%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22833f499f-a119-4803-8214-4573d8770ac0%22%7d



